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(1) Please do not open the question booklet until you are told to do so.

(2) During examination, if a candidate is found having any literature guide, guide, piece of paper,

handwritten or printed paper, mobile phone, calculator, spy camera, headphone or any other equipments

then the candidate will be considered as disqualified.

(3) During the examination if candidates are found conversing with each other, making noise or not

following supervisor’s instructions then they will be considered as disqualified.

(4) After receiving question paper please write your seat number in OMR SHEET at the correct given place.

(5) Please do not write your seat number at any other place than the allotted one in the OMR SHEET and

if any sign of your identity or recognition is found then you will be considered totally disqualified for

the examination.

(6) Signatures of both the supervisor and the candidate in the certificate of OMR SHEET are compulsory

without which OMR SHEET will not be evaluated, so it is compulsory for the candidate to get

signature of the supervisor.

(7) Candidates can use blue/black ball pen.  They cannot use pens or pencils of any other colour and also

whitener.

(8) No marks should be made on any of the options in the question paper.

(9) There are total 200 questions in this question paper.  There is only one answer to each question from

the options A, B, C and D.  Four options are given for each question.  All the questions are compulsory.

Example: What is the capital of Gujarat?

(A) Ahmedabad (B) Gandhinagar (C) Vadnagar (D) Patan

Here, if option (B) Gandhinagar is correct then option (B) in the OMR SHEET will have to be darkened

with pen.

(10) One(1) mark is allotted to each correct answer. For each wrong answer 0.25 marks will be deducted. If

a candidate does not want to answer any question then he/she will have to select option E. Negative

marking will not be applicable for option E.

(11) Cross marked answers, answers given on more than one option and answers re-marked after use of

blade, eraser or whitener will be given Negative 0.25 marks.

(12) Please hand over the OMR SHEET to the block supervisor after completion of examination before

leaving the classroom.  Any candidate failing to do so will be considered as disqualified for the

examination.

(13) Maximum time allotted for the examination is 180 minutes.

(14) Most appropriate option will be considered as answer of the question.
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Space for Rough Work
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(1) “Provision to parents of giving education opportunity to their children having age 6 to 14 years .” The

above section is added in which set of schedule 86 of Indian constitution under fundamental rights?

(A) Section -11 (B) Section - 2

(C) Section -86 (D) Section - 4

(2) Who is the author of life sketch of Mahadevbhai Desai “Agnikund Mein Uga Hua Gulab”?

(A) Manbhatt (B) Narayan Desai

(C) Jayshankar Desai (D) Mahadev Desai

(3) Who is the author of stanza “Harino Marag Che Shoorano”?

(A) Kavi Preetam Das (B) Manishankar Ratnajee Bhatta

(C) Damodar Khushal Botadkar (D) Narsinh Mehta

(4) Function of  Union of India is mentioned in which part of Indian Constitution?

(A) 6 (B) 4

(C) 5 (D) 2

(5) Which Indian sportsperson won bronze in 51 kg category in World Boxing Championship?

(A) Sukhdev (B) Nishant Dave

(C) Husamuddin (D) Deepak Bhuriya

(6) To encourage Indian people for independence movement which English newspaper has been

started by Gandhiji in India first?

(A) Young India (B) Youth India

(C) Vartaman Bharat (D) Aandolan

(7) In which age Himalayan Mountain Range formed?

(A) Satyug (age) (B) Archean age

(C) Jurassic age (D) Tertiary age

(8) Stars of sky shine because of which effect of Science?

(A) Diffusion of Light (B) Refraction of light

(C) Diffraction of light (D)Division of light

(9) What is the share of industries in gross national production in India?

(A) 25% (B) 29%

(C) 32% (D) 39%

(10) In which part of Indian constitution, fundamental duties have been included?

(A) Part -3 (A) (B) Part -5 (A)

(C) Part - 4 (A) (D) Part - 6 (A)
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(11) Who was the first person to receive “Bharat Ratna” ?

(A) Dr. Rajendra Prasad (B) Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

(C) Mahadevbhai Desai (D) Lalbahadur Shastri

(12) In which of the following programmes interactive board is used?

(A) Pragya Abhigam (B) Bal Project

(C) Virtual Classroom (D) Gyankunj Project

(13) Unique ID of how many digits is given to the students of a secondary school?

(A) 14 (B) 16

(C) 18 (D) 19

(14) Education is a subject of which list in Indian Constitution ?

(A) Central List (B) State list

(C) Joint List (D) District list

(15) In which organ, there is insulin production?

(A) Stomach (B) Pancreas

(C) Large intestine (D) Brain

(16) In which country Hockey World Cup (Mens) - 2023 was organised?

(A) India (B) Japan

(C) France (D) Brazil

(17) Where is the World’s Biggest Mineral Oil Purification Plant?

(A) Jamnagar (B) Ankleshwar

(C) Digboi (D) Dehradun

(18) How many leaves including holidays have been decided for Gujarat Secondary and Higher Second-

ary Schools for the year 2023-24 by Gujarat Secondary and Higher Secondary Education Board?

(A) 79 (B) 80

(C) 81 (D) 82

(19) According to National Education Policy-2020, which institution has been authorized for monitoring of

minimum commercial and quality standards followed by State/Central Schools?

(A) PARAKH (B) SWAYAM

(C) DIKSHA (D) SSSA

(20) Up to which class education is expected in mother tongue in National Education Policy 2020?

(A) Class 6 (B) Class 8

(C) Class 10 (D) Class 5
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(21) If the syllabus is changed because of business and industries then this is considered as effect of which

factors on educational objectives?

(A) Cultural factors (B) Social factors

(C) Economical factors (D) Ethical factors

(22) “Without thinking on what a person is doing what he should do”? This thought is connected with which

goals of education ?

(A) Ethical goals (B) Goals of attaining knowledge

(C) Goal of complete life (D) Goals of good use of free time

(23) Objectives, syllabus, institutions and time limit if all of these are decided then this is considered as

which form of education?

(A) Informal (B) Formal

(C) Illegal (D) Joint

(24) Which program does not directly apply to Informal learning?

(A) Knowledge of alphabets (B)Examination

(C) Education of  business (D) Deaddiction

(25) Which of the following issues is not included in three issues of learning process?

(A) Starting (B) Result

(C) Process (D) Evaluation

(26) Some children are introverts, some are extroverts, some are talkative and some of them are shy. This

type of difference in children is known as -

(A) Physical difference (B) Difference in personality

(C) Difference in hobbies (D) Social difference

(27) Which of the following is not included in different intelligence quotients ?

(A) Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.) (B) Spiritual Quotient (S.Q.)

(C) Regional Quotient (R.Q.) (D) Emotional Quotient (E.Q.)

(28) Who has developed vocational interest modification?

(A) McDougall (B) Strong

(C) Morgan (D) Garrett

(29) Which experiment is used to measure abilities/powers like Art, Music, Creativity in a person?

(A) Attitude Criteria (B) Interest experiment

(C) Zest/Rasa modification (D) Aptitude experiment

(30) Which is not included in three types of internal processes in a class?

(A) Teacher-Student Behaviour (B) Student-Material Behaviour

(C) Teacher-Material Behaviour (D) Student-Student Behaviour
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(31) Which of the following is not included in commonly used three middle position statistical measures?

(A) Mean (B) Median

(C) Mode (D) Midpoint

(32) Which is different from the three tests of evaluation ?

(A) Written (B) Oral

(C) Practical (D) Functional

(33) With which of the following is spreadsheet related?

(A) Microsoft Excel (B) Microsoft Powerpoint

(C) Microsoft Word (D) Access

(34) Whose philosophy of education is shown in “Framing and Clading” ?

(A) Gijubhai Badheka (B) Nanabhai Bhatt

(C) Taraben Modak (D) J. Krishnamurti

(35) Education by productive labour, for productive labour, and can only be of productive labour”

(A) Mahatma Gandhiji (B) Ravindranath Tagore

(C) Mr. Arvind (D) Swami Vivekananda

(36) Which of the following principles is not included in principles of John Dewey?

(A) Principle of utility (B) Principle of inclination

(C) Principle of labour (D) Principle of zest(rasa)

(37) New India Literacy Program (NILP) has been started for illiterates of which age group?

(A) 15 years and above (B) 15 years to 55 years

(C) 6 years to 14 years (D) 21 years to 65 years

(38) Which is known as one nation one digital platform ?

(A) PM eVIDYA (B) BISAG-N

(C) DIKSHA (D) Vande Gujarat Channel

(39) Who talked about learning by senses ?

(A)  Dr. S. Radhakrishnan (B)  Ravindranath Tagore

(C)  Mahatma Gandhi (D)  Maharishi Arvind

(40) Who started learning by senses for special children?

(A)  Maria Montessory (B)  Grace Fernold

(C)  Jim Piaget (D)  Ivan Pavlov
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(41) Which of the following pairs of psychologists associated with study is correct?

(A)  Trial and Error - Vygotsky (B)  Behaviourism - Pavlov

(C)  Constructivism - Skinner (D)  Conditioning by factors – Thorndike

(42) Which of the following is not a characteristic learning process?

(A) Experience is necessary for learning

(B) Interaction with environment is necessary for learning

(C) Learning can enter from one condition to the other

(D) Memory is necessary for learning

(43) Who gave Discovery learning approach ?

(A) Robert Gagne (B) Jerome Brunner

(C) Bandura (D) Ausubel

(44) What will be the area of a circle having radius 14 cm? A formula is used by children to answer this

question. Which intellectual skill he or she has obtained?

(A) Differentiation (B) Concept

(C) Rule (D) Solution of the problem

(45) In which of the following disorders intellectual skill of children destroys?

(A) Down Syndrome (B) ADHD

(C) Cerebral Palsy (D) Autism

(46) Which of the following will be on top level according to Bloom’s Taxonomy?

(A) Evaluation (B) Creation

(C) Isolation (D) Utilization

(47) Which of the following is unsuitable in achievement test ?

(A) Sufficient time given to the students to answer all of the questions

(B) Class is related with progress(development)

(C) Education work is given at the end

(D) Questions are selected to test the skills of a student

(48) Which of the following measurements of middle position cannot be shown?

(A) Mean (B) Extension

(C) Median (D) Mode

(49)  Which of the following is not true for standard deviation (� )?

(A) Group Category will be as much as the low value of standard deviation

(B) Standard deviation increases by the addition of any constant number in marks

(C) If all the marks are multiplied by only one number then standard deviation increases at the same rate

(D) Standard deviation is used to know the variability of the marks
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(50) Which of the following is not a characteristic of E-content?

(A) These are only in digital format

(B) It is presented by webpage or any other medium

(C) It contains only animation

(D) It can be linked with QR code.

(51) Which of the following is not OER ?

(A) BISAG - N (B) GROWER

(C) NROER (D) e-pathshala

(52) Which of the following subjects (issue) does not apply in the concept of E-learning?

(A) Learning-Teaching is a present time field.(B) Learning has only one option.

(C) Class learning is interesting (D) Information is available online.

(53) Summary of which cannot be applied excepting its related groups. This is what type of modification?

(A) Experimental modification (B) Survey

(C) Basic Modification (D) Functional modification

(54)  “Children is creator of knowledge and not consumer.” This is the conclusion of –

(A) Behaviourism (B) Naturalism

(C) Rationalism (D) Constructivism

(55) Learning is a natural process and not manmade. Who gave this concept?

(A) Aristotle (B) Rousseau

(C) Froebel (D) Montessori

(56) R, U, X, A, D, ? To complete the series what will replace the “?” question mark

(A) F (B) G

(C) H (D) I

(57) 1, 3, 3, 6, 7, 9, 9, 12, 21, ?   To complete the series what will replace the “?” question mark

(A) 10 (B) 11

(C) 12 (D) 13

(58) 10, 100, 200, 310, ?  To complete the series what will replace the “?” question mark

(A) 400 (B) 410

(C) 420 (D) 430

(59) In a certain code TEACHER is written as VGCEJGT then in the same code CHILDREN can be

written as?

(A) EJKNEGTP (B) EGKNFITP

(C) EJKNFGTO (D) EJKNFTGP

(60) In a certain code TWENTY is written as 863985 and ELEVEN is written as 323039 then in the

same code TWELVE can be shown by which number?

(A) 863203 (B) 863584

(C) 863903 (D) 863063
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(61) In a certain code language ‘123’ means ‘bright little boy’ and 145 means ‘tall big boy’. In the same

way ‘637’ means ‘beautiful little flower’ then which number will be there for ‘bright’ ?

(A) 1 (B) 2

(C) 3 (D) 4

(62) If + means ×, × means -, �means + and – means �  then which of the following numbers will be the

solution of 175 – 25 �  5 + 20 × 3 + 10

(A) 77 (B) 160

(C) 240 (D) 2370

(63) Select the appropriate option for ‘ ? ’ in the following figure

(A) 860 (B) 1140

(C) 2880 (D) 3240

(64) How many triangles are there in the given figure?

(A) 15 (B) 16 (C) 17 (D) 18

(65) What will be the angle in degrees between minute and hour hand of a clock at 3:40 ?

(A) 140 (B) 150 (C) 130 (D) 120

(66) Select the odd pair:

(A) Yoghurt-milk (B) Sandal - leather

(C) Peanut - oil (D) Sugar – sugarcane

(67) Arrange the letters of the given word alphabetically.

(1) INTERANAL (2) INSECT (3) INCOME (4) INTERN (5) INSIDE

(A) 3, 2, 5, 4, 1 (B) 3, 4, 5, 2, 1

(C) 4, 5, 1, 3, 2 (D) 3, 1, 2, 4, 5

(68) If first day of a leap year is Sunday then how many Sundays will be there in the same year?

(A) 50 (B) 51 (C) 52 (D) 53

(69) A person drives his car 50 km towards east after that he turns right and drives 30 km. Then he

turns west and drives 10 km. How much away he is from the starting point?

(A) 20 km (B) 50 km (C) 100 km (D) 60 km

20160

? 4

4

480 8

96 24
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(70) Select the different figure.

           A                          B                              C                         D

(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D

(71) .................. yÂøLkLkku Mk{kLkkÚkeo Au.
(A) yLk÷ (B) yrLk÷ (C) yLktøk (D) íkÃkMk

(72) Lke[uLkk{ktÚke ................. f{oÄkhuÞ Mk{kMkLkwt WËknhý Au.
(A) íkfMkkÄw (B) fÕÃkð]ûk (C) Ãkt[k{]ík (D) Ãkh{uïh

(73) ík{khkÚke ðze÷ku Mkk{u Ÿ[k yðksu Lk çkku÷kÞ. - ðkõÞLkku «fkh yku¤¾ku.
(A) fíkorh (B) f{orý (C) ¼kðu (D) «uhf

(74) MkV¤íkk ®sËøkeLke nMíkhu¾k{kt LkÚke nkuíke, [ýkÞu÷ E{khík yuLkk Lkfþk{kt LkÚke nkuíke. yk fkÔÞLkku «fkh sýkðku.
(A) Ëwnk (B) {wõíkf (C) nkEfw (D) MkkìLkux

(75) ¾kuxe òuzýe fE Au ?
(A) MkwáZ (B) Ëefhe (C) yfM{kíkT (D) frLkü

(76) ‘Lkehð’ þçËLkku rðhwØkÚkeo þçË þwt ÚkkÞ ?
(A) Mkq{Mkk{ (B) ½ð÷ (C) Ãkezk (D) fku÷kn÷

(77) Mk{kLkkÚkeo þçËkuLke ¾kuxe òuz nkuÞ íku rðfÕÃk fÞku Au ?
(A) ¾ku¼ý - økwVk (B) yLkhðku - rnt{íkðkLk (C) yzðrzÞwt - ÷ÚkrzÞwt (D) ykÿoíkk - {]Ëwíkk

(78) ‘½kuzkLkk MkðkhLku çkuMkðk {kxu ½kuzkLke ÃkeX Ãkh hk¾ðkLkwt Y fu QLkLkwt ykMkLk’ - þçËMk{qn {kxuLkku yuf þçË fÞku Au?
(A) Ë¤e (B) xufrýÞwt (C) ÃkerXfk (D) {kt[zku

(79) rðhk{r[ökuLkku Wr[ík «Þkuøk Lk ÚkÞku nkuÞ íkuðwt ðkõÞ fÞwt Au ?
(A) nkþ ! nðu rLkhktík ÚkE !
(B) «§Ãkºk òuE rðãkÚkeoyku {qtÍkÞk, yu{Lku fktE MkqÍ Ãkze Lknª, W¥khÃkºkku {qfe ËELku [÷íke Ãkfze.
(C) {U òÛÞwt : {khkt ÷¾kýku yuLku øk{íkkt LkÚke.
(D) .....íkku {khku Ëw~{Lk Au.

(80) þçË yLku íkuLkk yLkufkÚkeo þçËkuLke ¾kuxe òuz nkuÞ íkuðku rðfÕÃk fÞku Au ?
(A) økwý - ÃkýA, Ëkuhzwt (B) fqx -  XøkkE, rþ¾h
(C) fktík - {Lk, ytík:fhý (D) fh - rfhý, MkqtZ

(81) ykÃku÷ ðkõÞku{kt hu¾ktrfík fhu÷ þçËLkku Wr[ík «Þkuøk ÚkÞku nkuÞ íkuðwt ðkõÞ fÞwt Au ?
(A) {U yk Ãkºk fu Xhkð ðktåÞk LkÚke. (B) fk{ ðu¤kMkh ÚkkÞ íku s yøkíÞLkwt Au.
(C) Mkktsu A ðkøku ònuh økútÚkk÷Þ çktÄ ÚkkÞ Au. (D) Ëhufu ykðf{ktÚke ÞÚkkþÂõík «{kýu ËkLk fhðwt òuEyu.
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(82) ‘ËuÔÞiùÞo’ þçËLkku MktrÄrðøkún þwt ÚkkÞ ?
(A) Ëuð + yiùÞo (B) Ëuðu + yuùÞo
(C) ËuÔÞ + yiùÞo (D) Ëuðe + yiùÞo

(83) ykÃku÷kt ðkõÞku{kt ‘f{orý ðkõÞ’ fÞwt Au ?
(A) yu Mk{Þ{kt ÷kufku swøkkh h{íkk. (B) yuýu Ãk[kMk {kýMkkuLku s{kzâk.
(C) Mkhfkh íkhVÚke yk {rnLku yLkks yÃkkÞwt Au. (D) yþkuf ftE çkkuÕÞku Lk nkuík.

(84) ‘Aºke Ãkh Lkk{-MkhLkk{wt ÷¾ðkLkku WÃkkÞ ¾hu¾h fkhøkík Lkeðzâku.’ - ðkõÞ{kt hu¾ktrfík fhu÷ þçË ‘¾hu¾h’
r¢Þkrðþu»kýLkku fÞku «fkh Au ?
(A) yr¼øk{ðk[e r¢Þkrðþu»ký (B) Mk{Þðk[f r¢Þkrðþu»ký
(C) heríkðk[f r¢Þkrðþu»ký (D) MÚkkLkðk[f r¢Þkrðþu»ký

(85) ‘{khku ntMk÷ku LkkLkku Lku Ëuð¤ sqLkwt hu ÚkÞwt.’ - y÷tfkh yku¤¾kðku.
(A) ÔÞÂõíkhuf y÷tfkh (B) yríkþÞkuÂõík y÷tfkh
(C) YÃkf y÷tfkh (D) WÃk{k y÷tfkh

(86) Mahesh was too smart. (Remove ‘too’ without changing the meaning.)

(A) Mahesh was not smart at all.

(B) Mahesh was smart more than required.

(C) Mahesh was foolish.

(D) I was doubtful whether Mahesh was smart or not.

(87) .................... INS Arihant is .................... Indian Naval ship. (Fill in the blanks)

(A) The & an (B) An & an

(C) A & an (D) The & the

(88) Most students have brought their homework. ..................... of them have not completed it yet.

(A) None (B) Few

(C) Each (D) A little

(89) {U {khk ðk¤ fÃkkÔÞk. - yk ðkõÞLkwt [ku¬Mk ytøkúuS ¼k»kktíkh þwt Úkþu ?
(A) I cut my hair. (B) I clipped my hair.

(C) I got my hair cut. (D) I had a nice hair cut.

(90) Give the nearest meaning of word : ‘Phantom’.

(A) existent (B) imaginary

(C) corporeal (D) tangible

(91) Give the verb form of ‘little’.

(A) alittle (B)unlittle

(C) belittle (D)bilittle
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(92) Change the voice : “What caused COVID-19 ?”

(A) What was COVID-19 caused by ? (B) What was caused by COVID-19 ?

(C) By what is COVID-19 caused ? (D) By what COVID-19 was caused ?

(93) Select the word or phrase which is closest to the opposite in meaning of the underlined word : “Rahul

will never accept your request.”

(A) turn over (B) turn down

(C) turn up (D) reject

(94) Add a suitable question tag : Radha, one of my neighbours slipped off a staircase. ............. ?

(A) did she (B) does she

(C) doesn’t she (D) didn’t she

(95) Fill in the blanks with appropriate set of prepositions : Nidhi travelled ................ her mother all ................

the world when she was 17 years old.

(A) by, above (B) for, around

(C) with, around (D) with, over

(96) Turn this sentence into English : “nsw Ãký nwt íkuLku íÞkt yuf÷e Q¼u÷e òuE þfíkku níkku.”
(A) I could still saw her standing there alone. (B) I could still see her stood there alone.

(C) I could still see her standing there alone. (D) I can still see her standing there alone.

(97) Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word / words : Rohan and Nayan have been on vacation

..................... May 2023. They ..................... to Manali for a week.

(A) for, had gone (B) since, had gone

(C) for, have gone (D) since, have gone

(98) Mantra got the first prize last week. Find out the correct option to get the underlined answer.

(A) Which prize did Mantra get last week ?

(B) When did Mantra get the first prize ?

(C) Which prize Mantra got last week ?

(D) Where did Mantra get the first prize ?

(99) Ravi ....................... in this company for five years. Find out correct form of verb from the options.

(A) works (B) is working

(C) has been working (D) have worked

(100) Find out the correct spelling from the options.

(A) Spactacular (B) Spectacular

(C) Spactaculor (D) Specteculor
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(101) Mr. Dave has been working here since 2015. Identify the function used.

(A) Specifying time (B) Specifying location

(C) Duration of time (D) Point of time

(102) Select the word having the nearest meaning for : Mob.

(A) Unit (B) Crowd

(C) Meeting (D) Group

(103) Father told the son that he would get used to the life in hostel. He also advised him not to be misled by

the freedom that one gets were. Replace the underlined words selecting the most appropriate option.

(A) get acquainted with, carried off by (B) get known to, carried towards

(C) get habituated to, carried away by (D) get knowledged about, carried into

(104) Unscramble the jumbled up parts to make a meaningful sentence.

the best student / Chaitali/ of the year prize / when she was awarded / felt very happy

1 2      3 4 5

(A) 25413 (B) 41325

(C) 21543 (D) 12543

(105) Find out the nearest meaning : Haze.

(A) Near (B) Fog

(C) Gaze (D) Gain

(106) Find out the incorrect list of verb forms.

(A) Steal   stole     stolen (B) Slide     slid       sliden

(C) Strive  strove  striven (D) Speak   spoke  spoken

(107) …………… at the party, we saw Ramesh standing alone. Fill in the blank with proper word /

words.

(A) Arrived (B) We arrived

(C) Arriving (D) We were arriving

(108) Identify the figure of speech.  She was shivering with shock.

(A) Repetition (B) Metaphor

(C) Irony (D) Alliteration

(109) Find out incorrect forms of degree.

(A) Far    Farther  Farthest (B) Fore  Former  Foremest

(C) Late  Later     Latest (D )In      Inner      Innermost

(110) Number the following sentences to show the order in which the events occurred in the

lesson 'Mohan and his Veena'.

1. Mohan was depressed and cried.

2. He was attracted to guitar.

3 He decided to work hard and make the instrument his face.

4. He was not appreciated well in a family concert.

(A) 3 1 4 2 (B)1 2 3 4

(C) 1 3 4 2 (D)1 4 3 2
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(111) Match A with B

A B

Buildings for soldiers to live in Squadron

A unit of an air force Compass

An instrument for measuring angles. Barrack

An instrument containing a pointer which shows the direction Protractors

(A) 1 ; d 2 ; a  3 ; b     4 ; c (B) 1 ; a     2 ; b    3 ; c     4 ; d

(C) 1 ; c    2 ; a      3 ; d     4 ; b (D) 1 ; b     2 ; c    3 ; a     4 ; d

(112) This alluring place is known as the Valley of flowers. Choose the nearest meaning for the

underlined word.

(A) well - known (B) attractive

(C) beautiful (D) wonderful

(113) Choose the correct conditional sentence.

(A) Unless we do not brush our teeth regularly, they will grow weak.

(B) If we brush our teeth regularly, they will grow weak.

(C) Unless we brush our teeth regularly, they will not grow weak.

(D) Unless we brush our teeth regularly, they will grow weak.

(114)  He is a philanthropic person. Select a similar word for the underlined word.

(A) Kind (B) Cruel

(C) Greedy (D) Sweet

(115) My father takes tea five times in a day. Which question is suitable to get answer for the

underlined part ?

(A) How much does your father take tea in a day ?

(B) How often does your father take tea in a day ?

(C) How many times does your father takes tea in a day ?

(D) How does your father take tea in a day ?

(116) Find out the incorrect part. I hear some funny mistakes, listen to the radio.

1 2 3 4

(A) 1 (B) 2

(C) 3 (D) 4

(117) The boy said, "Hurrah ! our team has won the match." Select the correct indirect speech.

(A) The boy exclaimed with joy their team had won the match.

(B) The boy exclaimed with joy that team had won the match.

(C) The boy exclaimed with joy that their team won the match.

(D) The boy exclaimed with joy that their team had won the match.

(118) Select the nearest meaning.  Be the best of whatever you are.

(A) We should do our work in the best possible manner.

(B) Put in your best, don't feel ashamed even if you are a small person. Just do the best.

(C) We should be the best amongst all.

(D) We should try to become the biggest in size.
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(119) Choose appropriate option to complete the extract.

The Vedas sing about ……..…. of man and nature. The idea expressed in ancient text

has …………... value. We have always tried for preservation and …………... of all species

including mankind on this earth.

(A) oneness, prosperity, universal (B) oneness, universal, prosperity

(C) prosperity, oneness, universal (D) prosperity, universal, oneness

(120) The Arjun Award ………..….. to Dhoni Last year. Fill in the blank with Proper verb.

(A) was given (B) has given (C) had given (D) is given

(121) Complete the sentence with the function of language 'Manner of Action'. Hitesh bats as

…………….…

(A) he was taught (B) if he were Dhoni

(C) he is taught (D) he is Dhoni

(122) I am a teacher, …………………….. ? Put proper question tag.

(A) amn'tI ? (B) aren't I ? (C) don't I ? (D) wasn't I ?

(123) Choose the correct spelling.

(A) Incandascent (B)Incedascent

(C) Incandescant (D) Incandescent

(124) The Science of fireworks is called ……………………...

(A) Pyromanics (B)Pyrogenics

(C) Pyroscience (D) Pyrotechnics

(125) Darshan and Bhairavi help each other. What kind of pronoun the underlined word is ?

(A) Reciprocal (B) Distributive

(C) Reflexive (D) Relative

(126) The person …..………  you met at the bus stop yesterday is my uncle. Put proper

connector.

(A) who (B) whose (C) whom (D) when

(127) One morning …….……. the giant was ……………… in a bed, he heard some ……………..

music.

Complete the paragraph with proper words.

(A) where, living, loving (B) when, lying, lovely

(C) who, laying, loving (D) when, lie, lovely

(128) We must ………………. practice our thoughts. Put proper verb preposition.

(A) put on (B) put into (C) put in (D) put at

(129) Match 'A with 'B'.

A B

That has little value Drowsy

Extremely emotional wave audible

feeling sleepy frenzy

that can be heard easily trifle

(A) 1 - d,   2 - c,     3 - a,    4 - b (B) 1 - b,   2 - a,     3 - c,     4 - d

(C) 1 -c,    2 - d,    3 - b,   4 - a (D)1 -  a,  2 - d,    3 - b,    4 - c
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(130) A sentence that expresses blessings, good wishes is called …………... sentence.

(A) Imperative (B) Exclamatory

(C) Declarative (D) Optative

(131) What does 'tune up' mean ?

(A) prepare your mind and body for a task (B) exercising

(C) prepare your body for yoga (D) repairing an instrument

(132) Select the title of the read related with the sentence :

If she had not supported and encouraged me to learn, I would not have enjoyed the

beauty of the world.

(A) our Feathered Friends (B) I love you, Teacher

(C) Kach and Devayani (D) playing with fire

(133) Select the title of the read related with the sentence : All her parts should be movable

and replaceable too.

(A) A wonderful creation (B) Tune up o Teens

(C) An interview with Arun Krishnamurthy (D)our Feathered Friends

(134) Select the correct degree of comparison.

(A) Mahesh is taller than Haresh.

(B) The Ganga is longest river in India.

(C) Ahmedabad is one of the hottest city in Gujarat.

(D) Kavita is not so short as Meena.

(135) Find out how many mistakes are there in the following sentence. Our neighbour boy has

gone to pictures but we didn't want our to go.

(A) 1 (B) 2

(C) 3 (D) 4

(136) He is a fool indeed. What is the function of the underlined word?

(A) Adverb (B) Adjective

(C) Noun (D) Pronoun

(137) Select an option different from others.

(A) to mock (B) to huff

(C) to poke (D) to blub

(138) Fill in the blanks to complete the paragraph.

Akbar, …………… was with Tansen, was dressed not as an Emperor …………. as an ordi-

nary man, …………. Only wish was to hear santHaridas.

(A) who, or, whom (B) Which, but, whose

(C) Who, but, whose (D)who, or, whose

(139) If you are guilty, you …………. anytime. Fill in the blank with appropriate verb form.

(A) are trapped (B) will trap

(C) have been trapped (D) will be trapped

(140) You need a walking stick to cross this road. Identify the function of the underlined word.

(A) Present participle (B) Gerund

(C) Perfect participle (D)Adverb
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(141) She goes ……………….. school and met his friend on the way. Put proper preposition.

(A) on (B) to

(C) by (D) towards

(142) Change into passive : His colleagues started to respect Tim.

(A) Tim was started to respect by his colleagues.

(B) Tim started to be respected by his colleagues.

(C) Tim was started to be respected by his colleagues.

(D)Tim started to be respect by his colleagues.

(143) Select the correct sentence.

(A) They let me borrow their car while they were on holiday.

(B) They let me borrowing their car while they were on holiday.

(C) They let me to borrow their car while they were on holiday.

(D) They let me borrowed their car while they were on holiday.

(144) Find out the sentence with correct punctuations.

(A) The angel said, "A mighty impossible task, I suppose. Six pair of hands ? No way !"

(B) The angel said, "A mighty impossible task I suppose. Six pair of hands ? No way !"

(C) The angel said, "A mighty impossible task, I suppose, six pair of hands, No way !"

(D) The angel said, "A mighty impossible task I suppose, six pair of hands ! no way ?

(145) We shall act ……………  your advice. Select an appropriate phrase preposition.

(A) in favour of (B) on account of

(C) in accordance with (D) with regard to

(146) Select a word which is not a part of the group.

(A) savagely (B) fearlessly

(C) brutally (D) cruelly

(147) Carve my niche means ……….

(A) I will make my own place in this world. (B) I will shape myself

(C) I will deal with my feelings (D) I am on my search for what I like.

(148) It will take ……….….. time, but I am sure you will learn the rules of cricket eventually.

(A) few (B) a little

(C) a few (D) little

(149) At the meeting, the ministers agreed ………………….. new measures to combat terrorism.

Put proper word to fill in the blank.

(A) about (B) with

(C) at (D) on

(150) That surely can't be …………… Jenny Watson we knew in Zimbabwe. Put proper article. If

not needed then select zero article.

(A) the (B) a

(C) an (D) zero article

(151) If you try to appear better or bigger than actually what you are then you are ……………..

(A) snobbish (B) arrogant

(C) inspired (D) venture
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(152) Find out which one is correct.

(A) Talking to Kahan is worth.

(B) This instrument isn't worth to be repaired.

(C) They have ordered a million rupee's worth of a car.

(D) Is it visiting Nainital worth ?

(153) Kalam said, "I was thinking of getting my father one for his birthday". Find out the

Indirect Speech for this sentence.

(A) Kalam said that he had been thinking of getting his father one for his birthday.

(B) Kalam said that he was thinking of getting his father one for his birthday.

(C) Kalam said that he had been thinking of getting my father one for his birthday.

(D) Kalam said that he had been thinking of getting his father one for my birthday.

(154) He looks forward …………….. from his friend soon.

(A) hearing (B) to hearing

(C) hear (D) to hear

(155) He ……………….. his work by tomorrow.

(A) may finished (B) may has finished

(C) may have finished (D) may have finish

(156) The building of her office is …………………………….. the road.

(A) on (B) across

(C) through (D) along

(157) She has told him that time and time again. Replace the underlined words with correct

option.

(A) every time she sees him (B) for two months

(C) since two years (D) since every year

(158) What time is it ? Here what is ……………………...

(A) pronoun (B) noun

(C) relative noun (D) determiner

(159) The court gave him two months in which to pay the fine. Find out the proper passive

voice.

(A) He is given two months in which to pay the fine.

(B) He had given two months by the court in which to pay the fine.

(C) Two months were given him by the court in which to pay the fine.

(D) He was given two months by the court in which to pay the fine.

(160) Which part talks about the condition in conditional sentences ?

(A) part with an article (B) part with hope

(C) the part which starts with if not (D) the part with question mark

(161) Who wrote the poem "The Road not Taken"?

(A) Charles Pole (B) Robert Frost

(C) Navin Paul (D)Rameshnath Lahori

(162) What should one supposed to do when something is regarded as "auspicious"?

(A) Ban it (B) Avoid it

(C) Welcome it (D) Say good bye it
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(163) The wind can be able to blew out weak fires. Select correct word from the following

options to replace the underlined word.

(A) Blown (B)Blowed

(C) Blowing (D) Blow

(164) Write antonym of the word 'deplorable'…

(A) the Happy guy (B) the Wretched

(C) the Good (D) the hopeful

(165) ………………...   for two days, she was desperate to get to the bathroom. Select correct

answer from the following.

(A) Had bathed (B) Having been bathed

(C) Having not been bathed (D) Having not bathed

(166) Select the meaning of the word "missive" from the following options.

(A) Short poem (B) Long book

(C) a long official letter (D) a short unofficial letter

(167) Select the correct word which means something is near or closer.

(A) Imminnent (B)Immenent

(C) Simminent (D) Imminent

(168) Which prefix can be used to create opposite word rational ?

(A) im- (B)ir- (C) il- (D)un-

(169) Write the comparative degree form of the adjective 'uncanny'.

(A) more uncanny (B) most uncanny

(C) uncannier (D) not uncanny

(170) The lesson "The Bond of Love" is about which animal ?

(A) sloth dog (B) sloth bear

(C) sloth cat (D) sloth cow

(171) On which genre is the lesson of Nelson Mandela titled as "Long walk to Freedom"based

on ?

(A) A Novel (B) A Biography

(C) An Autobiography (D) A Poem

(172) The subjugate of the people requires a long process of colonization. Change the

underlined word with correct option.

(A) Subjugated (B) Subjugatation

(C) Subjugation (D) Subjugates

(173) The atmosphere gets somber as the sky gets black. Select the correct option for the

underlined word.

(A) Full of black birds (B) Full of black planes

(C) Full of dark cloud (D) Full of dark horses

(174) Don't let her fly into rage as she knows nothing about this mess. Select the correct option

for the underlined words.

(A) Be successful (B) Be happy

(C) Become dull (D) To lose one's temper
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(175) Identify the category of the word "stay in" from the given options.

(A) Compound noun (B) Action verb

(C) Non - action verb (D) Phrasal verb

(176) It is ……………..that he dislikes coffee since he goes for a cup of tea. Select correct option

to fill the blank.

(A) not proper (B)obviously

(C) improper (D)obvious

(177) Which components of grammar create a verb - "undergo"?

(A) Verb and preposition (B)Verb and noun

(C) Verb and verb (D) Verb and pronoun

(178) What does tales of valor generally suggest ?

(A) A story of bravery and courage (B) A story of parenthood

(C) A story of motherhood (D) A story of family - line

(179) What does "Collocation of a word" stand for ?

(A) The company it keeps (B) The best company

(C) The wise company (D) The bad company

(180) There are …………...  speech sounds in English.

(A) 42 (B) 26

(C) 44 (D)24

(181) ………………  is the smallest meaningful unit in a language.

(A) Sentence (B) word

(C) Phoneme (D)Morpheme

(182) ………………. Lesson plan also provides a chance to re-teach.

(A) Bridge (B) Micro

(C) Stray (D) Unit

(183) The teacher is just a ……………..who manages the environment and materials which will

help the students become autonomous learners.

(A) Facilitator (B) Instructor

(C) Guide (D) Philosopher

(184) ………………….. is concerned with the theory of the nature of language and language

learning.

(A) Method (B) Technique

(C) Approach (D) Procedure

(185) The ………………...  method describes a person who can jump from one language to another

easily and talk fluently about any situation in either the mother tongue or the target

language with equal ease.

(A) bilingual (B) eclectic

(C) grammar translation (D) situational
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(186) …………………. approach refers to a teaching situation in which the teacher does not use

any one particular method but includes a mixture of different methods to suit his class.

(A) Direct (B) Eclectic

(C) Communicative (D) Situational

(187) …………………. method of teaching is the practical solution of making teaching of grammar

effective and enriching.

(A) Grammar - translation (B) Structural

(C) Audio - lingual (D) Inductive - Deductive

(188) Most of the exams in Indian universities, schools and colleges ask students to write a

paragraph or a long essay on a given topic. This is an example of ……………… writing.

(A) controlled (B) parallel

(C) free (D) communicative

(189) Which one of the followings is not a part of Dr. B. S. Bloom's taxonomy?

(A) Psychomotor Domain (B) Affective Domain

(C) Cognitive Domain (D) Instructive Domain

(190) A ……………………. test is actually a passage in which some words have been deleted and

students are required to fill up these gaps with appropriate words.

(A) guided (B) open - ended

(C) cloze (D) dictation

(191) ………………..  is the technique used by a teacher to get learners to produce speech or

writing.

(A) Elicitation (B) Discrimination

(C) Elimination (D) Repetition

(192) ……….. test determines what errors are occurring and what corrective measures should be

needed to rectify those errors.

(A) Aptitude (B) Proficiency

(C) Achievement (D) Diagnostic

(193) What can be the first stage of reading skill called ?

(A) Secondary level (B) Preparatory level

(C) Advanced level (D) Meta level

(194) During situational conversation, what is the opportunity for the learners ?

(A) They become happy and joyful

(B) They become mute for nothing.

(C) They begin to think on a particular idea actively

(D) They look outside and laugh.

(195) What is the essential aspect in terms of teaching poetry in English ?

(A) Learners become able to learn and recite poem.

(B) Learners write a fictional work.

(C) Learners can get rid of typing.

(D) Learners write a former letter.
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(196) What cannot be improved by Grammar translation method ?

(A) Structure of writing (B) Vocabulary

(C) Floral writing (D) Fluency

(197) How can one learn language in terms of audiolingual method ?

(A) Descriptively (B) Finally

(C) Contextually (D) through translation

(198) What is the basis of phonetic grouping in terms of gradation of structure ?

(A) Sound (B) marks of Punctuation

(C) Guidance (D)Goals

(199) How does semantic sequencing take place ?

(A) Depending on their audio (B) Depending on their meaning

(C) Depending on voice - over (D) Depending on views

(200) Where does the root lie of 'whole' language ?

(A) Reader - friendly work (B) Writer - friendly work

(C) Holism (D) Structural view
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